
FIGHTING RACISM AND FASCISM

tONy CONway

the CONSeRVatiVe GOVeRNmeNt has
stepped up its hostile environment with
expulsions on spurious grounds. Family

members left behind face homelessness as earners
are detained in the early hours and banged up in
detention centres without access to legal advice. 

the report into the windrush Scandal is
delayed and many citizens still await their
compensation. we call this expulsion policy racist
because the majority of  those excluded have
lived here since childhood. Likewise the targetted
expulsion of  South asians (as opposed to white
overstayers) for the breach of  student entry
requirements is clearly discriminatory.

Opposition to the hostile environment policy
which includes many mass organisations such as
Black activists against the Cuts and the indian
workers association should be broadened to
include trade unions and anti racist movements. 

Unions need to be aware that the
Government-commissioned report from the
migration advisory Committee has yet to be
dealt with but will set the basis for any new
legislation on work visas and labour market
migration rules.

Fascism?
it is an mistake to say that the Conservative Party
is, despite its actions, fascist or leading the
country in that direction. 

No doubt fascists exist within it. the tory
always had close links with the right-wing monday
Club while it’s student organisation over many
years was overtly racist. who can forget their
infamous ‘hang mandela’ poster. But this doesn’t
make it fascist. it remains the main party of  the
British ruling class although there is among its
members a strong english nationalist trend. 

Fascism arises as an ideology in response to

capitalism in acute crisis and to challenge an
insurgent working class movement and socialist
ideas. Capitalism in Britain is in trouble but not
that kind of  trouble.

Fascist movements exist in reserve but only
become an instrument of  capitalist state power
when other methods of  maintaining capitalist rule
are failing. we see this in Bolivia for example.

Government policy must be opposed. it feeds
the racist narrative and anti racists must find ways
to challenge it.

home Secretary, Priti Patel targets travellers
and wants to introduce an australian-style points-
based system. Both must be exposed. On
travellers there will major issues for families on a
points system it will both fail industry’s needs and
split families. 

Johnson routinely utters disparaging and racist
remarks. Over  coronavirus and huawei  both
government and tory mPs whip up anti Chinese
prejudice. this helps create a climate of  routine
racism and encourages racist acts. 

Racism in the workplace and on our streets
must be challenged.  Racism divides us and
weakens the fight against austerity and war. 

the nationality and immigration legal
framework is racist in effect and strengthens the
hand of employers. For example, the University
and College Union reports that that lecturers
from overseas are pressured with the threat of
their work visas being removed. 

Relaunching the Campaign against Racist
immigration Laws would be a valuable first step.

Changing minds
Challenging racism is an essential part of  building
working class unity and this vital task cannot be
aided by name-calling. 

the most recent reliable evidence in the British
Social attitudes survey reports that 26% of
people see themselves as very or slightly
prejudiced on grounds of  race. about 1% are in
the ‘very racist’ category. Naturally this rises

when  terrorist attacks occur.
more generally prejudice is based on

misunderstandings about asylum seekers,
refugees, benefits and housing which the stock-in-
trade of  fascists but is also propagated by
politicians,  the mainstream media and
increasingly on social media. 

anti racist training must strengthened in
education and sport. Show Racism the Red Card,
kick it Out, Football Lads and Lasses against
Fascism are great initiatives.

we need a stronger working class-based
movement, to expose and challenge racist laws,
work in communities and workplaces. Six million
people are in trade unions and with their friends
and family this is a twenty million movement. Our
unions and the tUC have powerful anti racist
policies which now need to be acted upon with a
unifying anti-racist message. 

Building broad, open, democratic and sincere
alliances means respecinng diversity and avoiding
manipulation by small groups or individuals.
Slogans and actions should be designed to win
the widest support and not narrow the basis of
action. Our campaign cannot just be defensive. 

the Communist Party demands:
l equal Rights for all citizens, workers and
residents in Britian  l a end to racist immigration
and nationality laws  l humane treatment for
asylum seekers and refugees
l an amnesty for over-stayers who have not
been engaged in serious criminal activity

Socialism and anti racism go together. to
achieve both means working in our communities
and workplaces with a confident working class-
based campaign. Our collective opposition to
austerity, fighting to strengthen workers’ rights
and expose tory policies is the foundation of
working class unity. 
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After Boris Johnson’s election... SATURDAY 21 MARCH

MARCH AGAINST RACISM
National  demonstrations London 12 noon  Glasgow 11am  l  No to Islamaphobia and antisemitism  
l  Justice for Windrush l  End the ‘hostile environment’ for migrants  l  Refugees welcome
l Build the global movement against racism and fascism  l  Organised by Stand Up to Racism

against racism and fascism
OUR HISTORY

NiSaR ahmed

iN the wake of the capitalist financial crisis
there has been a resurgence of extreme right
wing and proto fascist forces in the advanced

capitalist countries. afd in Germany, Vox in Spain, Le
Pen in France, Salvini in italy, Orban in hungary are
worrying examples. in the less developed countries
there is the emergence of authoritarian regimes on
an exclusionary nationalist basis such as those led by
modi in india, duarte in Philippines, erdogan in
turkey and Bolasanaro in Brazil.

in Britain the rise of the far-right  has been
maskedconstituency since Johnson and the
Conservative Party sidelined Farage and the Brexit
party. however, there has been a rise in anti-
Semitism and islamophobia. these trends must be
resisted with the mobilisation of the widest
possible coalition of progressive forces.

in 20th century Britain the most successful anti-
fascist movement was waged against the
Blackshirts and Oswald mosely.

the Battle of Cable Street was an example of
how the ewish community in London’s east end
defied the call for inaction from right wing Labour
and the Board of deputies and rallied with the
irish workers to stop the fascists from marching.
this was a popular front on the ground with the
critical organising role the Communist Party. 

that victory has acted as an inspiration ever
since. there is an urgent need to keep alive the
lessons bequeathed to us. 

in 2016 the celebration of its 80th anniversary
brought together communists, progressives,
Labour Party activists, the Jewish community,
trade unionists and the local Bangladeshi
community under one banner and addressed by
Jeremy Corbyn, the newly elected Labour leader.

the situation today is different from the 1930s
and there has been a resurgence of anti-Semitism
nowjoined by virulent islamophobia. it is the
mosques that are now the target of fascist forces. 

a young Bangladeshi speaker at the 2016 rally
said: ‘an attack on a Synagogue is an attack on a
mosque. an attack on a mosque is an attack on a
Synagogue. when Jews are attacked muslims will
defend them. when muslims are attacked Jews
will defend them.’

the reactionary will always attempt to divide
communities. we must create the broadest unity
of the labour movement to thwart them and win
the trust of ordinary workersto dissuade them
from heeding the siren songs of the right.

efforts are underway in east London to
establish new and innovative approaches of
acquainting future generations of the importance
of anti-fascist strugglesand an annual event to
mark the significance of Cable Street.

Unity! Remember
the Battle of
Cable Street



HISTORICAL REVISIONISM

PhiL katz

thiS yeaR, holocaust memorial day takes on
a different character. history is being revised
and the character of the historic 1945 victory

over fascism is being distorted. 
in 2019 the european Union carried a motion

moved by the most reactionary forces on our
continent. this motion, ‘On the importance of
european remembrance for the future of europe’
has strengthened the forces of holocaust
obfuscation and mainstreams the politics of a
"Red-Brown" symmetry which makes an
eqivalence between fascism and the main forces
which defeated itideologically and militarily.

henceforth holocaust memorial day is both a
commemoration, but also a reaffirmation of the
reality of the holocaus and how it was ended.

the reactionary ‘Red-Brown’ outlook has been
a long time brewing. in 2004 the eU took in ten
new, mainly central and east european, 'accession'
states. the toxic nature of the revanchist politics
of a number of these governments, was bound to
skew debate in the eU towards the hard right. 

Back in June 2008 the Prague declaration on
european Conscience and Communism was
signed bringing together a disreputable bunch of
former prresidents and past ‘dissidents’ with the
aim of creating a european day of Remembrance
for the Victims of Stalinism and Nazism, which has
since been adopted by the eU and the OSCe.
this was but a thinly-veiled attempt to knock out
the widely accepted holocaust memorial day. 

in december 2010, the eU Commission was

pressed by Lithuania, Latvia, Bulgaria, hungary,
Romania and the Czech Republic to make ‘the
approval, denial or belittling of communist crimes’
an eU-wide criminal offence. the Commission
was divided and the British representative
strongly opposed the rationale behind the
request. But in true eU style the Commission said
it would not stand in the way of constituent
countries who wanted to endorse that. and thus
began in earnest, the move in various countries to
outlaw the ‘symbols of communism’.

Since 2008, when the movement of ‘Red-
Brown’ equivalence was exposed and denounced
by the all-Parliamentary Group on anti Semitism
it has secured virtually no adherents in Britain –
until this year's eU vote when Labour mePs added
their support. this was a shameful act. the effect
of this betrayal, does not vanish just because we
have left the eU.

in 2018, Poland made it a criminal offence to
accuse it of complicity in Nazi crimes. Protests
forced a retreat, so that it is now considered a
civil crime instead. three million Jewish Polish
citizens were murdered by the Nazis. 

this year, Slovenian Courts have voided the
conviction and execution of Leon Rupnik,
Germany's war-time puppet ruler of the country. 

Last month, the Lithuanian parliament drafted a
Bill to outlaw any attempt to claim its citizens
participated in the holocaust. Lithuania lost more
than ninety per cent of its Jewish citizens during
ww2.  the names of heroic Lithuanians who
sacrificed to save Jewish neighbours or who
fought as partisans are removed from street signs. 

in the hungary and Ukraine, more than street
names are changing. the Nazi collaborator Stepan

Bandera, up there with Quisling, mannerheim and
the pathetic Petain of Vichy notoriety, is restored
with government honours. israel and Poland
jointly protested his rehabilitation citing his
organisation as responsible for the murder of up
to 100.000 Poles and Jews. 

President Putin recently clashed with Poland
over its pre-war record. Referring to Poland's
ambassador to Germany between 1936-1939, as
‘a bastard, an anti-semitic pig’ he went on to say
‘it is people like those who negotiated with hitler
– it is people like that who today are tearing down
monuments to the liberating warriors, the Red
army soldiers who freed europe and the
european people from the Nazis.’

historical revisionism is no longer a sideshow.
at stake is more than the outlawing of communist
parties, their symbols and papers.

historically, where communist parties are
destroyed, labour movements are quickly
suppressed and minorities left vulnerable to
attack. Press freedom is erased and parliaments
are broken. this process is actually happening
now in Ukraine, hungary, Rumania and Lithuania.
therefore, to fight effectively against historocal
revisionism, we have to bring together, all of
those under threat. it will be necessary and is
possible to cast aside real differences to establish
that common front against historical revisionism,
now a clear and present danger.
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INDIAN CITIZENSHIP

JOGiNdeR BaiNS

the iNdiaN workers association has called
on all democracy loving people and
organisations to join in resisting communal

polarisation and hindutva dogma.  the iwa is
strongly opposed to india's BJP government for ‘its
unconstitutional stance in taking the nation into
hindu Nationalism of manu Smriti paving the way to
dictatorship, racism and fascism where every religion
will be forced to live as subservient to hindu
supremacy.’

the 1950 indian Constitution granted
everyone resident in india full citizenship rights. 

the Citizenship act 1955 gave an automatic
right to citizenship by birth, regardless of religion
and the immigration status of a child’s parents. 

however, the act has been amended many
times since changing the pre conditions for indian
citizenship. 

in order to identify and deport illegal
immigrants, the National democratic alliance
(Nda) led by the BJP in government, supported
by some opposition parties, brought distinctive
amendments to the act in 2003. 

these amendments defined the framework for
a National Register of Citizens of india founded
on the National Population Register. 

the definition of illegal immigrants made no
distinction between refugees fleeing persecution
and economic migrants who entered india
without a valid passport or travel documents. 

the leader of the opposition Congress Party,

dr manmohan Singh, commenting on the
omission, stated that the: ‘approach to those who
suffered persecution should be more liberal.’ 

however, neither the then BJP government nor
the subsequent Congress governments revised
the amended 2003 act to protect the rights of
refugees. 

in 2012 Prakash karat. the leader of the
Communist Party of india (marxist), wrote to the
then prime minister dr manmohan Singh,
reminding him his 2003 statement favouring
refugees’ protections. Unfortunately, dr
manmohan Singh disregarded Prakash karat's
proposal to bring amendments  addressing
refugees’ status to the 2003 Citizenship act. 

Because of a lack of clarity over the distinction
between refugees and economic migrants, many
sections of indian society live in fear and are
unjustly targeted for deportation. in order to
address the situation of immigrants who fled
persecution from neighbouring countries, the
current BJP government, on 11 december 2019,
passed the Citizen amendment act (Caa). 

this fast-tracked act offers the right to
citizenship to all immigrants who entered india
before 31 december 2014 except Muslims.

the Caa is opposed throughout india with
mass protests and is condemned by the
international community for its discriminatory
nature that violates secular fabric of the indian
Constitution. 

worldwide protests, including in Britain, are
against its provisions which selectively grant rights
to citizenship to people belonging to six religious’
faiths - hindus, Sikhs, Paris, Buddhists, Jains and

Christians  whom the Government claims
suffered persecution in Bangladesh, Pakistan and
afghanistan. the act excludes muslim migrants. 

the BJP Governmen, backed by the fascist RSS,
argues that moslem immigrants from the three
majority muslim countries could not have faced
religious persecution, ignoring the well-
documented fact that ahmadiyya’s and Shias are
subjected to severe persecution in Pakistan. 

the cut-off date, 31 december 2014, is
designed to deny the right to citizenship to the
Rohingya from myanmar. tamils from Sri Lanka,
Buddhists from tibet and many more also
excluded from citizenship. 

the indian workers’ association GB stands in
solidarity with our indian compatriots in opposing
this hurriedly approved the act, the National
Register of Citizens and the National Population
Register that the BJP has pledged to roll out
nationally. the act and the rules compel
everyone to prove their right to citizenship. 

we strongly believe that Caa, NRC and NPR
are steps to promote the hindutva doctrine that
will hasten the marginalisation many poor
sections of indian society. 

if  not stopped,  hindu nationalist ideology will
make millions stateless as we have witnessed in
the North-eastern State of assam where 1.9
million people — including a National war
veteran, unable to produce the necessary
documents, have been locked up in detention
centres. 

JOGiNdeR BaiNS iS GeNeRaL SeCRetaRy OF the
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Fascism is a clear and present danger

iwa condemns BJP hindutva racism 

a life fighting
fascism and
racism
BILLY STRACHAN

daVid hORSeLy

BiLLy StRaChaN spent his adult life
fighting fascism and racism. in 1940, aged
18, he left Jamaica to join the RaF, paying

his own way. he admitted many years later that
he had come for adventure but within weeks he
realised the anti-fascist nature of  the war. he flew
in bombers, first as wireless operator, then as
gunner and finally as pilot. 

he spoke of  his admiration for Soviet
aircrew in planes he witnessed flying over Berlin
in 1941, impressed because he knew they had
little hope of returning to their homeland due
to the distance. Strachan rose from airman to
Flight Lieutenant, an outstanding achievement ,
for a black person. he flew 33 missions over
Germany and nazi-occupied europe, amazing,
because the average life of  a bomber crew was
six missions. he was wounded leading
tolifelong pain which, as his obituary stated,
‘he bore the resulting lifelong disability with
characteristic fortitude’.

he joined the Communist Party in 1947
continuing the fight against racism and fascism.
his Caribbean communist comrade trevor
Carter said Strachan would attend cinemas and
if  he witnessed racism in the films, would climb
on the stage to explain and denounce it. he
helped found the London branch of  the
Caribbean Labour Congress in 1948 and was
elected secretary, retaining that position until
1956. the organisation was dedicated to anti-
colonialism, support for liberation movements
and fighting racism .

Strachan organised a welcome meeting for
the ‘empire windrush’ migrants almost
immediately after their arrival in 1948. he
spent much time speaking at rallies and
meetings dealing with incidents of  racism.  in
1951 in Brixton, he spoke of  his ‘contempt at
the way west indians were produced as
scapegoats to cover a government's inability to
solve a housing crisis’.  when mosley’s fascists
attacked black people in Notting hill in 1958,
winston Pinder said Strachan addressed the
black people who had been defending
themselves from the fascists but were now
confronted by the police. he advised them to
leave as they were outnumbered  and his
advice prevailed avoiding bloodshed and
arrests.  Billy Strachan’s life was one of
dedication to a struggle for a better world, one
without exploitation, poverty and the twin
scourges of  racism and fascism. 
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